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ABSTRACT
Chess game playing is an important field of machine learning research. With the emergence of powerful chess
engines like Stockfish, Alpha Zero, Leela chess zero, and others. Building a powerful chess engine capable of
playing at a superhuman level is no longer the most challenging task. The majority of these engines still rely on
highly optimised look-ahead algorithms. CNN (convolutional neural networks), which is usually used for photos
and matrix-like data, has proven to be successful at games like chess and go. Chess is being treated as a
regression problem in this project. We suggested a supervised learning strategy employing a convolutional
neural network with a limited look ahead in this research.
Keywords: Chess Engine, CNN, Neural Network.

I.

INTRODUCTION

The concept of creating a chess-playing machine dates back to the eighteenth century. The Turk, a chessplaying automaton, rose to fame around 1769 before being discovered as a fraud. Since then, chess fans and
computer engineers have constructed chess-playing devices and computer programmes with varying degrees
of seriousness and success. Former World Chess Champion Mikhail Botvinnik was one of the few chess
grandmasters to commit himself substantially to computer chess, and he produced several works on the
subject. In 1973, the team from Northwestern University, which was responsible for the Chess series of
programmes and won the first three ACM Computer Chess Championships, abandoned type B searching. Deep
Blue, a brute-force machine capable of inspecting 500 million nodes per second, defeated World Champion
Garry Kasparov in 1997, marking the first time in conventional time control when a computer defeated a
reigning world chess champion. On December 5, 2017, Alpha Zero, developed by the DeepMind team, achieved
a superhuman level of play in these three games within 24 hours of training, defeating worldchampion
programmes stockfish and the three-day version of AlphaGo Zero. Self-play reinforcement learning is used to
train AlphaGo Zero. To accomplish consistent learning, it integrates a neural network and Monte Carlo Tree
Search in an elegant policy iteration architecture.
Chess is a thoroughly observed two-player zero-sum game. The chessboard is defined as a simple 8 by 8 matrix
with pieces and blank areas. There are two players, one of whom is Black and the other is White. Pawns, rooks,
knights, bishops, kings, and queens are the six pieces of chess.. Each piece moves independently on the board.
The goal is to checkmate your opponent's king. Short Castling, Long Castling, and En passant are additional
moves that are achievable under certain conditions.

II.

METHODOLOGY

A. DATASET
[Dataset Source, Dataset Form , Data Set Analysis]
We have referred to the same FICS (https://www.freechess.org/) chess database with an Elo rating of 2000 and
above for the year 2020, as we did in Oshri, Barak [2015]. The database contains all chess games in PGN
(Portable Game Notation) format. The chess database comprises 44029 chess games in total.
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Fig 1: Histogram displaying total black/white and draw wins
B. PREPROCESSING OF DATA
In comparison to normal ACN(Algebraic chess notations) format, bitboard representation delivers the best
performance during data training. The chess board is represented as an 8x8x12 bit vector of 0s and 1s in the
bitboard representation, with each of the 12 pieces represented by an array of 1s and blank space by 0s.
Chess is depicted in a categorical manner. Turn bit (single bit to indicate turn), castling bit (four bits to denote
castling right of both pieces), and check bit are among the other attributes (two bits which represent whose
king is in check).
A vector with 775 binary characteristics represents the chessboard. The bitboard representation is used to
show where each piece in the vector is located. The first 64 features indicate white pawn locations, the next 64
features represent white knight placements, and so on. The following is the bitboard representation of white
pawns:

Fig 2: Figure displaying white bitboard representation
Pawns on the board (The figure on the right depicts a One Dimensional Matrix)
The turn bit, casting bit, and check bit are then concatenated with all of the piece vectors.
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C. MODEL

Fig 3: Visualization of neural network architecture and move prediction network
PyTorch is used to implement the neural network. The chessboard is fed into the convolutional neural network
in the form of FEN (Forsyth Edward notation), which is then translated into a bitboard representation and
followed by four 2D convolutional layers and two fully connected layers. The first layer's kernel size is 3x3, the
second layer's size is 2x2, and the remaining two layers' sizes are 1x1. The filters utilised were in the numbers
8, 16, 32, and 64. ReLUactivation is used in every layer. The tanh activation function was utilised for value
activation. The loss function was MSE (Mean squared error), and Adam's optimizer with a batch size of 256 was
employed. The training was spread out across 100 epochs.

III.

RESULT

When tested against a Stockfish engine with a 1300 Elo rating, it was able to win about 10% of the games and
draw 30% of the games with a sample size of One Hundred games. It lost all of the games using an Elo 2000
stockfish engine.
It was capable of detecting numerous tactics, as evidenced by the boards below.

Figure 4: In one move, checkmate Predicted

Figure 5: Pinning the Queen
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Figure 6: The checkmate was delivered in three moves in the endgame..

Figure 7: To win the rook, Checked the king

IV.

CONCLUSION

Using publicly available data from FICS, we trained the convolutional neural network to play chess. The trained
model we received was capable of detecting patterns on the chessboard and delivering numerous methods in
order to improve and win the game. We conclude that a more refined and larger dataset with more high-level
games can yield a better model. The model can be enhanced by providing additional training time and
benefiting from the use of better hardware. The neural network can be improved by utilising a Residual
Convolutional Neural Network.
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